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Why engage on QuickStart
Drive your understanding of the benefits and capabilities of Azure Services
Capture your current Physical and Virtual infrastructure
Define a strategic roadmap identifying in-flight and planned projects that could
leverage Azure Services
Establish an Azure Services Proof of Concept to demonstrate value of Azure
Perform an Azure Services readiness assessment to identify requirements to
migrate services to the cloud
Provide a high-level migration cost estimate
Identify risks and issues in advance of any planned migration

QuickStart services
Discover: Review in-scope workloads and infrastructure
Assess: Current environment assessment, existing technologies review,
high priority technical and business in-flight projects
Evaluate: Configure Azure PoC for test workload(s) (if required)
Recommend: Identify low-impact & high-benefit workloads,
provide high-level implementation costs
Follow-Up Engagement: Azure Migration Planning

The Case for an
Azure QuickStart
The Telstra Purple Azure QuickStart is the perfect
way for you to commence on your Azure cloud
journey. Whether this is your first foray into cloud
or whether you are looking to assess your readiness
to move workloads and applications into Azure, we
will work with you to define a strategic roadmap to
establish your cloud presence. The Azure QuickStart
helps you fast-track your decision making, with
expertise that assesses the viability of your proposed
cloud migration. By analysing the applications and
infrastructure, Telstra Purple can determine whether
services can be delivered on a cloud model. Some
legacy applications may not be suitable for migration
to the cloud. However, it may be possible to
streamline their delivery using containerisation.

The Azure QuickStart Process
The first step is for us to understand your infrastructure
and applications. We hold workshops with your teams
to analyse and understand your existing infrastructure,
reviewing and grouping your application requirements,
workloads, system interdependencies, connectivity
and latency, performance, processes, management,
security and policies. We will then work with your
organisation to understand any commercial drivers
which could help shape your cloud journey. We
will conduct interviews with key stakeholders to
understand what services are working well, where
improvement is required and developments that
would help meet business strategy and objectives.
A migration readiness report will be produced to
categorise your infrastructure, workloads and
applications. This will allow us to produce a high-level
migration cost determining your journey to the cloud
and any remedial activities required prior to migration.
The follow-on Migration Planning engagement will
provide accurate costs and a detailed migration plan.
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Best in Breed Partnerships

We’ve built strong global partnerships with industry leading vendors
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